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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have defined two expenditure types, but they are not
available for selection when you enter an expenditure batch.
Identify the reason for this problem. ( the best answer.)
A. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference
data set that is assigned to the project expenditure
organization in which the transaction is performed.
B. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference
data set that is assigned to the business unit in which the
transaction is performed.
C. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference
data set that is assigned to the project unit in which the
transaction is performed.
D. The two expenditure types are not assigned to the reference
data set that is assigned to the project-owning organization in
which the transaction is performed.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
Ref:
Implementing-Project-Financial-Management-and-Grants-Management
.pdf (19A Part # F11256-01) Chapter 3 - Define Project
Organizations Topic - Set Assignments and Project Data - How
They Work Together (Page 29) Business Unit as Set Determinant
Business units enable you to control and report on financial
transactions, usually for specific geographical entities within
the enterprise. For project management purposes, assign the
Project Accounting business function to the business unit.
Business unit is a set determinant for the project-related
reference data objects described in the following table.
Ref Data Object
Entities
Project Accounting Definition
Project Types
Project Rates
Project rate schedules
Project Unit as Set Determinant
Use project units to enforce consistent project management
practices across your enterprise. Project unit is a set
determinant for the reference data objects described in the
following table.
Ref Data Object
Entities
Project Definition
Class codes, financial plan types, project plan types and
project roles Project Transaction Types Expenditure types and
work types You can only select class codes, plan types, roles,
expenditure types and work types that are assigned to the same
set as the project unit. To enable expenditure types and work
types for use on projects owned by a project unit, assign the
set associated with the Project Transaction Types reference
data object to those entities

NEW QUESTION: 2
Side effect of actinomycin D is:
A. Dysphonia
B. Hypotension
C. Oral and GI ulcers
D. GI toxicity
E. Bronchospasm
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which masking functions should you implement for each column to
meet the data masking requirements? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: Default
Default uses a zero value for numeric data types (bigint, bit,
decimal, int, money, numeric, smallint, smallmoney, tinyint,
float, real).
Only Show a zero value for the values in a column named
ShockOilWeight.
Box 2: Credit Card
The Credit Card Masking method exposes the last four digits of
the designated fields and adds a constant string as a prefix in
the form of a credit card.
Example: XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-1234
Only show the last four digits of the values in a column named
SuspensionSprings.
Scenario:
The company identifies the following data masking requirements
for the Race Central data that will be stored in SQL Database:
Only Show a zero value for the values in a column named
ShockOilWeight.
Only show the last four digits of the values in a column named
SuspensionSprings.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Using the Setup menu, the Universal Containers company
activated data sync (replication) in the Einstein Analytics
settings. After running the sync, they notice that the
aggregate sum of a field within their dataset is different than
what they manually calculated by summing the same data in the
Salesforce object from which the dataset was populated.
Which two differences in the newly synced data can explain

this? Choose 2 answers
A. Differences involving trigger-updated fields
B. Differences involving formula fields
C. Differences involving permanently deleted records
D. Differences involving workflow-updated fields
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=000314272&amp;type=1
&amp;mode=1
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